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Abstract
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) based on Spread Signal (SS) has emerged
as one of the most important multiple access technologies for Second Generation
(2G) and Third Generation (3G) wireless communication systems by its wide ap-
plications in many important mobile cellular standards. CDMA technique relies
on spreading codes to separate different users or channels and its properties will
govern the performance of the system. So many of the problems of communication
systems based on CDMA technology stem from the spreading codes/sequences,
which includes two sub-categories, one being the orthogonal codes, such as Walsh
Hadamard (WH) codes and Orthogonal Variable Spreading Factor (OVSF) codes,
and the other being pseudo-noise or Pseudo Random (PN) sequences, such as
Gold sequences, Kasami sequences, m-sequences, etc.
In this thesis a PN sequence generation based on Residue Arithmetic is inves-
tigated with an effort to improve the performance of existing interference-limited
CDMA technology for mobile cellular systems. This interference-limited perfor-
mance is due to the fact that all the existing CDMA codes used in mobile cel-
lular standards does not consider external interferences, multipath propagation,
Doppler effect etc. So the non-ideal correlation properties of the pseudo-random
CDMA codes results in MAI when used in a multi-user system. The PN codes
appear random yet they are completely deterministic in nature with a small set
of initial conditions. Consequently this work focuses on CDMA code design ap-
proach based on Residue Number System (RNS) which should take into account
as many real operational conditions as possible and to maintain a sufficiently
large code set size.
First, the thesis reviews RNS, DS-CDMA and CDMA codes that are already
implemented in various mobile cellular standards. Then the new PN Sequence
v
generator design based on RNS is discussed. Comparison of the generated PN
sequence with respect to other standard sequence is done in terms of number of
codes and correlation properties. Monte-Carlo simulations with the generated
sequence are carried out for performance analysis under multi-path environment.
The system has been evaluated in AWGN, Rayleigh Fading channel and different
Stationary Multipath Channels for different cross-correlation threshold.
It is known that orthogonal Codes are used to multiplex more than one signal
for downlink transmission over cellular networks. This downlink transmission is
prone to self interference caused by the loss of orthogonality between spreading
codes due to multipath propagation. This issue is investigated in detail with
respect to WCDMA standards, which is very good representative for CDMA
based 3G mobile cellular systems where the channelization code is OVSF code.
The code assignment blocking (CAB) (If a particular code in the tree is used in
a cell, then all its parent codes and child codes should not be used in the same
cell to maintain orthogonality among the users) problem of OVSF codes restricts
the number of available codes for a given cell. Since the 3rd generation WCDMA
mobile communication systems apply the same multiple access technique, the
generated sequence can also be the channelization code for downlink WCDMA
system to mitigate the the same. The performance of the system is compared
with Walsh Hadamard code over multipath AWGN and different Fading channels.
This thesis work shows that RNS based PN sequence has enhanced performance
to that of other CDMA codes by comparing the bit error probability in multi-
user and multipath environment thus contributing a little towards the evolution
of next generation CDMA technology.
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Introduction
1.1 Background
The worlds first cellular network i.e., Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS) -
based on analog radio transmission technologies was put into service in the early
1980s [1]. It uses separate frequencies, or ”sub-channels” of the common channel
for each user, see Figure 1.1. Within few years of launching, the network began
to hit a capacity ceiling as millions of new subscribers signed up for mobile voice
services. To accommodate more users within a limited amount of spectrum, a new
set of wireless technology called Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) has been
developed. Figure 1.2 shows how a TDMA system works. Several users share a
common channel but they are separated by time. DAMPS (Digital AMPS) and
Global System for Mobile (GSM) then came onto the stage [3]. An even better
solution was CDMA technology and the working of which is shown in Figure 1.3.
In this technology usually, within a network there are two channels, one for the
uplink (mobile to base station) and one for the downlink (base station to mobile).
All user share both channels at the same time.
The most important milestone in the application of CDMA technologies is
the time when IS-95 - the first CDMA-based civilian mobile cellular communi-
1
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Figure 1.1: Multiple Access Frequency Division Multiple Access Technique [2]
cation standard was successfully developed by Qualcomm in the 1990s. Since
then, CDMA-based mobile cellular has become the fastest growing of all wireless
technologies. Since then, it has been successfully demonstrated that a CDMA
system based on the direct sequence (DS) spreading technique can in fact offer
a higher bandwidth efficiency than its predecessors, with additional advantages
such as low probability of interception, privacy, good protection against multi-
path interference, attractive overlay operation with existing radio systems, etc.
Today, DS-based CDMA technology has become one of the prime multiple access
radio technologies for many wireless networks and mobile cellular standards, such
as cdma2000, WCDMA and TD-SCDMA [4].
In contrast to the fact that mobile cellular has advanced beyond 3G, it is
very sad to see that CDMA technology itself has stayed virtually at the same
Figure 1.2: Multiple Access Time Division Multiple Access Technique [2]
2
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Figure 1.3: Multiple Access Code Division Multiple Access Technique [2]
place with a strictly interference-limited performance. CDMA is still a viable
and strong candidate for wide application in wireless systems. To develop next
generation CDMA technologies, much innovation is required in spreading code
design and approaches. Since RNS has received wide attention due to its robust
signal processing properties, a spreading code design based on residue arithmetic
is discussed in this thesis.
1.2 Literature Survey
RNS were introduced in field of DS-CDMA by many researchers as early as late
90s by Lie Liang Yang and Lajos Hanzo [5], [6], [7]. In conventional systems,
due to the carry forward required by the weighted number system, a bit error
may affect all the bits of the result. In [5], [6], [7] they proposed a parallel com-
munication scheme based on RNS, which is a non-weighted carry-free number
system. The symbol to be transmitted is transformed to RNS representation,
mapped into a set of orthogonal sequences and are transmitted in parallel. Error
control was also incorporated in this paper using redundant RNS (RRNS) code.
Performance of the same system over bursty communication channels is done by
Madhukumar and Chin [8]. They have also proposed a modulation technique by
combining RNS representation, PSK/QAM modulation and orthogonal modula-
tion for bandwidth efficiency in [9]. The error control properties of RRNS were
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exploited in [10] to be used as channel codes for protecting the speech bits. In [11]
residue arithmetic is used for representing the symbol to be transmitted. Redun-
dant residue arithmetic system based multi-carrier DS-CDMA (MC/DS - CDMA)
dynamic multiple access scheme has been proposed in [12] for dynamically ac-
cessing the frequency spectrum available for Cognitive Radio communication. All
references basically points to a parallel communication scheme where the symbol
to be transmitted by each user is represented in residue arithmetic and an inverse
RNS transform block is used at the receiver to get back the symbol. But gener-
ation of PN sequences by exploiting the properties of RNS and use of these to
spread message signals for multiple user transmission has never been investigated.
Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA), the air interface tech-
nology for third generation (3G) systems specified by 3rd Generation Parten-
ership Project (3GPP) applies DS-CDMA technique with Orthogonal Variable
Spreading (OVSF) Code as Channelization code for multiplexing different users
[13]. The WCDMA downlink transmission is prone to self interference caused
by the loss of orthogonality between spreading codes due to multipath propaga-
tion [14, 15, 16, 17] There are several techniques for interference cancellation and
multiuser detection that improves the performance and capacity of the downlink
WCDMA system [19, 20, 21, 22]. Most of these techniques are designed at the
expense of higher receiver complexity and with OVSF codes derived from Walsh-
Hadamard code. Construction methods of OVSF-ZCZ sequences have been pro-
posed in [23] to mitigate interference due to multipath propagation. Since the
number of OVSF-ZCZ sequences is limited, various assignment algorithms are
required to meet the demand of large number of users. The use of Orthogonal
Variable Spreading Code (OVSF) code requires that a dedicated rate matching
algorithm to be used in the transceivers [1]. This algorithm consumes a great
amount of hardware and software resources and increases computation load and
processing latency. In the OVSF code generation tree structure, the codes in the
upper layer with lower spreading factor blocks the codes in the lower layer with
higher spreading factor. ie, fewer users can be accommodated in a cell. These
issues indeed demand for the existing existing code replacement. In this context
this theses presents a Channelization code based on Residue Arithmetic which
counter the said limitations. RNS is already used in the design of decimation
4
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filters for WCDMA receivers [24, 25].
1.3 Objective of the work
The main objective of this work is to present a PN Sequence based on RNS
to counter the limitations of existing CDMA technology. Various analysis and
investigations are needed in support of the above statement which includes:
• Generation of spreading sequences based on RNS with different spreading
factors and with different cross-correlation threshold.
• Analysis of the generated sequence in a general DS-CDMA system in com-
parison with other existing codes and under different channel environment
and for different loading scenarios.
• This work can be extended by implementing the generated sequence as the
channelization code in WCDMA system which is the basic system in 3G
mobile networks. The analysis should be done under different multipath
environment and for different loading scenarios in comparison with already
existing orthogonal WH codes
1.4 Motivation
The current CDMA system is considered as an interference-limited system mainly
due to the existence of Multiple-Access Interference (MAI) and Multipath In-
terference (MI). Many problems of a communication system based on CDMA
technology stem from the spreading codes/sequences, which includes two sub-
categories, one being the orthogonal codes and the other being pseudo-random
or pseudo-noise (PN) sequences.
The CDMA codes were proposed a long time ago by researches working in
information theory who might not have had sufficient knowledge on wireless chan-
nels, in which many impairing factors exist, such as external interferences, mul-
tipath propagation, Doppler effect, etc. The most serious problem arises in a
multi-user system because of the non-ideal correlation properties of spreading
5
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sequences which result in MAI. PN sequences appear random yet they are com-
pletely deterministic in nature with a small set of initial conditions. The security
of the concerned system is hence undesirably compromised at times. The orthog-
onality of all those codes is bad in general, and some of them are not orthogonal
at all when they are used in multipath transmission channels. This is due to high
cross-correlation between the spreading sequences with arbitrary time shifts. This
is the main source of interference in a CDMA system where Orthogonal codes
are employed (for example, WCDMA - the main air interface technology for 3G,
employing orthogonal WH as spreading codes).
These issues indeed demand for the generation of innovative spreading se-
quences. RNS provides a huge dynamic range and unique representation of num-
bers in that range (based on Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) which is dis-
cussed in Chapter 2). This property of RNS can be exploited for generating
spreading sequences. Because of the huge dynamic range, this sequence offers
provision to vary correlation threshold based on the channel properties and error
tolerance unlike any existing techniques.
1.5 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized into five chapters. The current chapter begins with
the background details of cellular networks. The objective for this thesis work is
framed after literature review and this chapter ends with the outline of the thesis.
Chapter-2 Residue Number System
This chapter discusses in more detail about Residue Number System. The basics
of RNS and its advantages are discussed in the initial sections. A thorough
analysis of the famous CRT which forms the basis for this project work is also
done. The two techniques for the generation of co-prime moduli (divisor) selection
for the conversion of decimal number to residue number are limned. This is
followed by an overview of RNS applications.
6
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Chapter-3 RNS Based PN Sequence for Multi-user CDMA
This chapter deals with CDMA system based on Direct Sequence (DS) spreading
technique and the spreading codes for spreading the data. Only those codes that
are the basis for the construction of the codes used in the existing standards
are covered in this chapter. A new design for PN Sequence generator based
on Residue Arithmetic is then discussed to get through the limitations of already
existing CDMA codes. The performance analysis of the generated sequence in DS-
CDMA system is done in comparison with existing spreading codes for different
loading scenarios and under various channel environment.
Chapter-4 3G WCDMA with RNS Based PN Sequence
The purpose of this Chapter is to present the principles of the Wideband Code Di-
vision Multiple Access (WCDMA) - Universal Mobile Telecommunication System
(UMTS) system model as specified in the Third Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) standards. WCDMA downlink system with the generated PN Sequence
as the channelization code is modelled to overcome multipath propagation im-
pairments. The performance of the designed system in comparison with already
existing orthogonal code based system is done for various multipath channels.
Chapter-5 Conclusion and Scope of Future work
The last chapter is a summary and discussion on the work presented in this thesis
where also further work is outlined
7
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Residue Number System
This chapter discusses in more detail about Residue Number System. The basics
of RNS and its advantages are discussed in the initial sections. A thorough
analysis of the famous CRT which forms the basis for this project work is also
done. The two techniques for the generation of co-prime moduli (divisor) selection
for the conversion of decimal number to residue number are limned. This is
followed by an overview of RNS applications.
2.1 Basics of RNS
Residue number systems are based on the congruence relation as : two integers,
a and b are said to be congruent modulo m if m divides exactly the difference of
a and b; it is common, especially in mathematics tests, to write a ≡ b(mod m) to
denote this. Thus, for example, 10 ≡ 7(mod 3), 10 ≡ 4(mod 3), 10 ≡ 1(mod 3)
and 10 ≡ −2(mod 3). The number m is a modulus or base, and its values exclude
unity produces only trivial congruences [26, 27].
If q and r are the quotient and remainder, respectively, of the integer division
of a by m, that is, a = q ∗m+ r then, by definition, a ≡ r(mod m). The number
r is said to be the residue of a with respect to m, and is denoted by r = |a|m.
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The set of m smallest values, {0, 1, 2, 3...(m− 1)} that the residue may assume is
called the set of least positive residues modulo m. Consider a set {m1,m2...mn},
of n positive and pairwise relatively prime moduli 1. Let R be the product of the
moduli. Then every number X < R has a unique representation in the residue
number system [26, 27]. A partial proof of this is as follows.
Suppose X1 and X2 are two different numbers with the same residue set,then
|X1|mi = |X2|mi =⇒ |X1 −X2|mi = 0 (2.1)
Therefore X1 and X2 are the Least Common Multiple (LCM) of mi. But if
the mi are relatively prime, then their LCM is R, and it must be that X1 and
X2 is a multiple of R. So it cannot be that X1 < R and X2 < R. Therefore,
the set {|X|mi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} is unique and may be taken as the representation
of X and such a representation can be written in the form 〈x1, x2...xn〉, where
xi = |X|mi , and relationship between X and its residues can be indicated by
writing X ∼= 〈x1, x2...xn〉. The number R is called the dynamic range of the
RNS, because the number of numbers that can be represented is R.
As an example, the residues of the integers zero through fifteen relative to
the moduli two, three, and five (which are pairwise relatively prime) are given in
the left half of Table 2.1. And the residues of the same numbers relative to the
moduli two, three and four (which are not pairwise relatively prime) are given in
the right half of the same table. Observe that no sequence of residues is repeated
in the first half, whereas there are repetitions in the second.
2.2 Advantages
Most important advantage of residue arithmetic over conventional arithmetic is
the absence of carry propagation, in the two main operations of addition and mul-
tiplication, and the relatively low precisions required ranging to individual prime
or co-prime number of the moduli set, which enables Look Up Table (LUT) imple-
mentations in various operations. In practice, these may make residue arithmetic
worthwhile, even though in terms of practical applications such arithmetic has
1for every j and k, if j 6= k, then mj and mk have no common divisor larger than unity.
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Table 2.1: Residues for prime and non-prime Modulis
Relatively prime moduli Relatively non-prime moduli
X m1 = 2 m2 = 3 m3 = 5 m1 = 2 m2 = 3 m3 = 4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 0 2 2 0 2 2
3 1 0 3 1 0 3
4 0 1 4 0 1 0
5 1 2 0 1 2 1
6 0 0 1 0 0 2
7 1 1 2 1 1 3
8 0 2 3 0 2 0
9 1 0 4 1 0 1
10 0 1 0 0 1 2
11 1 2 1 1 2 3
12 0 0 2 0 0 0
13 1 1 3 1 1 1
14 0 2 4 0 2 2
15 1 0 0 1 0 3
little fields over conventional arithmetic to cover. However the concept of break
and process can be very useful in places where integer arithmetic is predominant.
Because of the robust signal processing properties of RNS, it also find application
in the field of Communication. Basic advantages of residue arithmetic are:
• High Speed
• Low Power
• Superior Fault Tolerance
• Reduction of Computational Load
2.3 Chinese Remainder Theorem
According to the CRT, if the set of divisors is all co-primes to each other, then
the residue representation of any number is unique provided the number is within
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the range R, where R is product of all the numbers in the set of divisors [27, 28].
Since the divisor set is not limited, hereby as we extend the set of divisor, the bit
representation of the number in RNS will be incremented by the number bits of
the divisor added to the set of divisors.
Let m1 and m2 be positive integers which are relatively prime. Let n1 and n2
be any two integers. Then there is an integer N such that
N ≡ n1(mod m1)andN ≡ n2(mod m2) (2.2)
Moreover, N is uniquely determined modulo (m1 . m2). An equivalent statement
is that if gcd(m1, m2) = 1 then every pair of residue classes modulo m1 and
m2 corresponds to a simple residue class modulo (m1 . m2). Given a set of
simultaneous congruences n ≡ ni(mod mi), for i = 1, 2....n and for which mi are
relatively prime. Then the solution to the set of congruences is
x = [a1 ∗ b1 M
m1
, a2 ∗ b2 M
m2
... ap ∗ bn M
mn
] (2.3)
where M = {m1,m2 ... mn}, and the bi are determined from:
b1
M
m1
= 1(mod m1) (2.4)
2.4 Moduli Selection and Mapping
If we consider any prime number, then there exists at least one primitive root
r ≤ n − 1, such that the set {|ri|n : i = 0, 1, 2....n − 2} is set of all possible
non-zero residues with respect to n. 5 and 7 are examples of primitive root. For
any digital application moduli set should be chosen such that representation is
efficient, unique and the difference between the moduli be as small as possible
to increase the dynamic range. The moduli set selection is done either by Con-
secutive Moduli Selection method or by Exponential Moduli Selection method
[28].
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2.4.1 Consecutive Moduli Selection
Theorem: Let N1, N2......Nn be a set of n consecutive co-prime numbers. Let
these numbers be expressed as
Ni = N1 −mi−1 (2.5)
for i = 1, 2, 3...n, where mi−1 > mi−2 > mi−3 > ... > 0. Let Nn+1 be another
number that can be added to the set of co-prime numbers, i.e. Nn+1 = N1 −mn
then Nn+1 will be co-prime if gcd(N1,mn −mi−1) = 0, for i = 1, 2, 3...n. Fig 2.1
shows the bit distribution in consecutive moduli system for b = 32 bits system.
Here the number of co-primes, n = 4 of k = 8 bits each is shown.
Figure 2.1: Bit Distribution of Modulis in Consecutive Moduli Selection
Proof
For Nk+1 to be co-prime to every other numbers in the set N1, N2......Nk ,
gcd(Ni, NK+1) = 1 (2.6)
⇒ gcd(NK+1, Ni −NK+1) = 1 (2.7)
⇒ gcd(NK+1,mi −mi−1) = 1 (2.8)
In order to improve dynamic range of RNS with high bit efficiency, N1 must be
selected as 2m− 1 which will be a m bit number. Then by the above method one
can generate the set of co-prime numbers and use them as moduli set for RNS.
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2.4.2 Exponential Moduli Selection
Fig 2.2 shows the bit distribution in exponential moduli system for the same 32
bit system. Here the number of co-primes, n = 4 of t,s,r and q bits respectively.
In the figure, t = 32− (s+ r + q). Consider a set of number M such that
Mi = 2
n−k − 1 (2.9)
where k = kεN : ∀k, gcd(2n−k, P )is1
Figure 2.2: Bit Distribution of Modulis in Exponential Moduli Selection
Example
Choose co-prime numbers with b = 32 and n = 4, i.e., close to 28(= 256), gives us
Pcon = [255 254 253 251] and Pexp = [31 127 511 2047] when consecutive moduli
selection and exponential moduli selection is used respectively. Since there cannot
be any other combination of co-prime numbers close to 28, hence this is the most
bit efficient moduli set with widest dynamic range possible in range of 8 bit
numbers. The dynamic range R is hence:
R =
n∏
i=1
pi (2.10)
Now calculating R as in eq 2.10, Rcon = 4113089310 and Rexp = 4118168929.
2.5 Overview of RNS Applications
RNS is mostly used in Very Large Scale Integrated Circuit (VLSI) implementation
of Digital Signal Processing (DSP) architecture for achieving low power and high
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speed [29, 30, 31, 32]. Among the application of RNS, implementation of FIR
filters, IIR filters, adaptive filters, digital frequency synthesis, two dimensional
filters, image encryption and coding are most significant.
Most significant research work in the field of RNS was done in forward and
reverse conversion. Recent research on reverse converters [33, 34] uses New Chi-
nese Remainder Theorem proposed by Y. Wang [35]. RNS had been effectively
used in FIR filter design [36, 37]. One dimensional and two dimensional Dis-
crete Wavelet Transform architecture based on residue arithmetic made a crucial
impact [38, 39].
RNS had been effectively used in encryption and coding [40, 41]. In field of
communication, RNS were introduced. Frequency hopping techniques [42], DS-
CDMA [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] and MC-CDMA [12, 43] based on RNS were proposed
and designed. Yet another application of RNS in PN sequence generation for
CDMA system is discussed in this theses.
Summary
The main aim of this chapter has been to introduce the essential aspects of residue
number system. Digital communication applications demand the generation of
PN sequence such that the transmitted data appear random to the channel but
be predictable to the users. This can be achieved by exploiting the concept of
CRT and the details of which is discussed in Page 21.
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RNS Based PN Sequence for Multiuser
DS-CDMA
This chapter begins with spread spectrum transmission schemes which spreads
the data to increase the channel bandwidth much greater than is required by
the Nyquist Sampling theorem. The spreading codes for data spreading have
to be carefully chosen for efficient communication systems. The technique for
generating code sequences should be aimed at a large family of sequences in order
to accommodate a large number of users with an impulsive-type autocorrelation
which enhances system synchronization and possibly with low cross-correlation
functions, to reduce multiple access interference. Since the existing CDMA codes
fail to satisfy all these properties, a new PN sequence Generated based on RNS
is proposed.
Correlation properties of the generated code is compared with other standard
PN sequences since it defines the amount of interference generated from multiple
users. Finally, multiple access properties of the spread spectrum is analysed and
an analytical model for evaluating the system performance is made.
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3.1 Spread Spectrum Communication
Shannon [44] stated that the stationary Gaussian noise process which maximizes
capacity is the one that spreads its available power uniformly across the given
bandwidth. Thus the capacity C for a given bandwidth B of a jamming channel
is derived from the well known equation C = BXlog2(1 + SNR) where Signal to
Noise Ratio (SNR) is defined as
SNR =
P
BN0 +NJ
(3.1)
where P is the signal power, N0 the thermal noise density and NJ the jamming
power. The motivation is then to expand(spread) B in jamming situations until
the total received noise power BN0 dominates NJ [45]. The spreading leads to a
reduction in required SNR which is very advantageous for communications and
can be represented as a Processing Gain (PG):
PG =
W
B
(3.2)
where W denotes the SS bandwidth and B the unspread signal bandwidth. In
many practical applications, the ratio between the chip rate and original data
information rate can also be used as the PG [46]. SS systems can be categorised
by the techniques used to spread and despread the transmitted signal. There are
three main techniques :
• Direct Sequence(DS)
• Frequency Hopping (FH)
• Time Hopping (TH)
It is stressed that this project work is concerned only with DS-based CDMA
systems. DS SS averages the interference over a large period of time, whereas the
other techniques combat interference by separating the desired signal in frequency
or time (on average) from the majority of the interference. The spreading in DS
SS is done by multiplying the users bit with a signature sequence of bits (code),
where these bits are called chips, which are generated by a pseudo-noise (PN)
16
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Figure 3.1: Spreading of data using DS-SS technique
or random generator [47]. The spreading sequences used for the system under
consideration are generated based on residue arithmetic. Such a transmitted
sequence, which contains the information of the user bit is also referred to as a
symbol. Consider Tb as the bit duration of k
th bit of the data sequence, d and
that of the PN sequence, c is Tc which is called as chip period. Now when the bit
is multiplied to the PN sequence, the output also has a bit duration of Tc shown
in Figure 3.1. Since Tb >> Tc, the frequency of the transmitted bit becomes very
large compared to the signal.
3.2 Spreading Codes in CDMA
Many problems of a communication system based on CDMA technology stem
from the unitary spreading codes/sequences, which includes two sub-categories,
one being the orthogonal codes, such as Walsh-Hadamard codes and OVSF codes,
and the other being pseudo-random or PN sequences, such as Gold sequences,
Kasami sequences, m-sequences, etc.
Long codes in IS-95 is an m-sequence generated by a polynomial of degree
n=42. Channelization codes on the downlink are Walsh codes. In UMTS, Gold
codes are used for scrambling. Different channels of the same user on the uplink
are separated by using OVSF codes. A large set of Kasami codes is used in the
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Figure 3.2: Linear Feed Back Shift Register(LFSR) for m-sequence generation
primary and secondary synchro channel [48, 49].
Pseudo-Random CDMA codes have been found to be more suitable for their
use in many wireless applications since orthogonal CDMA codes usually perform
extremely bad if they are used for asynchronous channel transmissions where
as other category of CDMA codes offer relatively uniform performance for their
operation in both synchronous and asynchronous channels.
3.2.1 Maximal Length Sequence
Pseudo Random Binary Sequences (PRBSs), also known as pseudo noise, Linear
Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) (Figure 3.2) sequences or maximal length bi-
nary sequences (msequences), are widely used in digital communications. This
sequence is generated using a shift register and modulo-2 adders. Certain outputs
of the shift register are modulo-2 added and the adder output is fed back to the
register. An m-stage shift register can generate a maximal length sequence of 2m-1
bits. Only certain outputs, or taps, can generate a maximal length sequence[50].
3.2.2 Gold Sequence
Gold Sequence was proposed by Robert Gold [51]. These are constructed by
modulo-2 addition of two m-sequences of the same length generated from Shift
Register Generator (SRG) with each other. These code sequences are added chip
by chip through synchronous clocking as shown in Figure 3.3. Thus, for a Gold
sequence of length m = 2l−1, one uses two linear feedback shift register (LFSR),
each of length m = 2l − 1. Choosing LFSRs appropriately, Gold sequences give
better cross-correlation properties than maximum length LSFR sequences.
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Figure 3.3: Generation of Gold Sequence from m-sequences
3.2.3 Kasami Sequence
Kasami sequence sets are one of the important types of binary sequence sets
because of their very low cross-correlation. For sequence generation, a sequence
A′ is formed from an m-sequence A by decimating A by 2n/2 + 1. It can be
verified that the resulting A′ is an m-sequence with period 2n/2 − 1. Now, by
taking N = 2n − 1 bits of sequences A and A′, a new set of sequences is formed
by adding, modulo-2, the bits from A and the bits from A′ and all 2n/2− 2 cyclic
shifts of the bits from A′. By including A in the set, a set of 2n/2 binary sequences
of length N = 2n − 1 is obtained [52].
3.2.4 Walsh-Hadamard Sequences
The WH sequence is often used to improve the bandwidth efficiency of a DSSS
system. One way to generate the WH sequence with block length N = 2n, where
n is a positive integer, is to use a Hadamard matrix with recursive procedures
[52], which is given by
H1 = [0]
H2 =
[
H1 H1
H1 H¯1
]
H2N =
[
HN HN
HN H¯N
]
(3.3)
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where N is the power of two and H¯N is the binary complement of the elements
in HN . Since the auto-correlation values of the WH sequences are generally
worse than the cross-correlation values, it may not be appropriate to use the WH
sequence for the DS-SS system for a channel with Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI).
3.2.5 Orthogonal Variable Spreading Factor Codes
OVSF Codes are generated by using tree structure as shown in Figure 3.4 [53].Starting
from C1 = 1, a set of 2
K spreading codes can be generated at the kth layer
{k = 1, 2, ...K} from the root of the tree. Let Cbk be an OVSF code on kth layer
with bth branch where k = 0, 12, ... and b = 0, 1, 2....2k − 1. The code length of
the kth layer is 2K chips. The generated codes of the same layer form a set of
WH codes and they are orthogonal.
Figure 3.4: Code Tree for Generation of OVSF Codes
Any two codes of different layers shown in Figure 3.4 are orthogonal except
except for the case that one of the two codes is a mother of the other. Further-
more, if a code of any layer is assigned to a user, all the codes generated from this
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code cannot be assigned to other users of the same bandwidth requesting lower
rates. This restriction is to maintain orthogonality.
3.3 RNS Based PN Sequence Generator
In most communication systems, spreading codes or sequences can be generated
in an off-line way and is saved in a look-up table, which can be called whenever
needed. Similarly RNS based PN sequence generation [27] also consists of an off-
line process for the generation of Initial Primal Vector and finally the generation
of the required PN sequence from the stored primal vectors which is done on-line.
The off-line process is summarized in Fig 3.5. The external inputs to these blocks
include spreading factor, β and the Cross Correlation Threshold (CF). Moduli
set, M, for a given β are selected either by consecutive method or exponential
method which is already explained in Chapter 1. Consecutive method of moduli
selection is used here. Table 3.1 shows the generated moduli set and dynamic
range, R for various spreading factors using Consecutive moduli selection method.
For a given spread factor, the number of users that can be accommodated is huge
in comparison to other spreading codes.
A primal, J1 is randomly selected from the range, R in eq. 2.10. The corre-
sponding residue set, Rs(J1)
Rs(J1) = {|J1|p1, |J1|p2, ...|J1|pm} (3.4)
Figure 3.5: Oﬄine process for RNS Based PN Sequence Generation
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Table 3.1: Generated Moduli Set and Dynamic Range for different Spreading
Factors
β MODULI SET P = {p1, p2, p3, ......pm} RANGE, R
8 [255] 255
16 [255 254] 64770
32 [255 254 253 251] 4113089310
64 [255 254 253 251 247 241 239 233] ∼= 1019
128 [255 254 253 251 247 241 239 233 ∼= 1040
229 227 223 217 211 199 197 193]
is the output of Decimal to Residue Arithmetic Converter. The generated
residue numbers are concatenated and converted into 8 bit (since k = 8) binary
sequence of 1 and 0. This sequence is passed through the NRZ encoder to get
the sequence c1 corresponding to primal J1. This procedure is repeated for every
primals in range, R. The generated sequences are tested for correlation amongst
themselves such that
• correlation between ci and cj, i = j has to be unity.
• correlation between ci and cj, i 6= j has to be preferably less than a threshold
T. This threshold can vary for different applications based on the channel
properties and error tolerance.
The primals which satisfies this criteria forms the Primal Pool, J . Consider
an example for the proposed PN Sequence Generation for β = 16, M =[255
254] and CF = 0.25. Table 3.2 shows the generated the PN Sequence for the
randomly selected primals. These sequences are then tested for correlation among
themselves which is listed in Table 3.3. Since the defined system requires a
threshold of 0.25, discard J5 and add J1, J2, J3, J4 to the final primal pool, J.
The next phase, shown in Figure 3.6, starts when the system under consid-
eration demands for signature waveforms. Depending upon the application and
number of users active in the system, the Primal Vector, J
J = [J1, J2, J3, ...JU ]
T (3.5)
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Table 3.2: RNS Based PN Sequence Generation
Primal, J 1 PN Sequence Based on RNS, c
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1
321 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1
550 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
2356 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1
64000 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1
1Primals are selected within the Range, R
R = 255X254 = 64770
is selected from the Primal Pool with spread factor, β along with number
of active users, U as input. The residue matrix Rs = |J |M is created in RNS
converter block such that Rs = [Rs(J1), Rs(J2), Rs(J3), ... Rs(JU)]. Finally the
required RNS based PN code matrix, c = [c1 c2... cU ] of size U X β is formed
after binary conversion and encoding. The maximum size of the proposed code
set is very large with respect to other PN sequences. This offers the provision to
vary correlation threshold based on the channel properties and error threshold of
the system under consideration.
3.4 DS-CDMA System Model
Consider a mobile receiver for CDMA with U simultaneous transmissions plus
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) as shown in Figure 3.7. The transmitted
Table 3.3: Correlation Matrix of the Generated Sequence
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
C1 1 0.15 -0.25 0 -0.65
C2 0.15 1 -0.16 -0.13 0.07
C3 -0.25 -0.16 1 0.13 0.07
C4 0 -0.13 0.13 1 0
C5 -0.65 0.07 0.07 0 1
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Figure 3.6: RNS Based PN Sequence Generation - On-line Process
signal at time t is constructed by summing the spread sequence of each user. The
noise corrupted received signal y(t) is defined as
y(t) = x(t) + η(t) (3.6)
where η(t) denotes the white Gaussian noise. The uth users transmitted data bit
for bit k is denoted as du(k) and is either +1 or -1 with equal probability and all
users are transmitting with equal power, normalised to one. Then, the received
signal x(t) due to the uth user is given by:
xu(t) =
U∑
u=1
√
2Pu
∞∑
k=−∞
du(k)su(t− kTb − τu)cos(ωct+ φu) (3.7)
where Pu, τu and φu are the power, delay and carrier phase shift of the u
th user,
and ωc is the carrier frequency; su(t) is the u
th spreading sequence (signature)
waveform given by
su(t) =
L−1∑
n=0
cu,nψ(t− nTc) (3.8)
where cu,n ∈ {1,−1} is the nth element of the spreading sequence for user u,
ψ(t) is the chip waveform and L the spreading sequence length. In order to sim-
plify the notation, it is assumed that all carrier phases are equal to zero and
baseband notation can be used [47]. Since the signal processing task is done on
sampled signals, it is more convenient to make use of vector and matrix notation.
Therefore Equation 3.6 can be rewritten for a fully synchronised downlink antipo-
dal {+1,−1} DS-CDMA system with U independent users and a non-dispersive
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Figure 3.7: Block Diagram of DS-CDMA System
AWGN channel.
y(kL+ n) =
U∑
u=1
du(k)cu,n + η(kL+ n) (3.9)
The received signal becomes y(k) in vector notation, where k denotes the kth user
bit. If the signal is transmitted through a channel with ISI, then equation 3.6
becomes
y(kL+ n) = H(z)
⊗
x(kL+ n) + η(kL+ n) (3.10)
where
⊗
represents convolution operation and H(z) is the channel impulse re-
sponse [54]. A CDMA receiver processes the received signal with either a bank
of matched filters (MFs) or RAKEs. To recover the data, the received signal is
multiplied by the required sequence, which is generated locally by the receiver.
For a multipath scenario, the spreading codes ci where i=1 to U is replaced by the
convolution between Ci
⊗
Hch. RNS based PN Sequences are used as spreading
sequence for the system under consideration.
3.5 Comparison of RNS based PN sequence with
other CDMA codes
A comparison in terms of number of codes in the code set and correlation prop-
erties is made for the proposed sequence with respect to other CDMA codes that
are used in various mobile cellular standards.
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3.5.1 Number of Sequences
Table 3.4 shows the comparison of number of available codes for a cell for the
proposed sequence with other CDMA codes for a given spreading factor. N length
Walsh - Hadamard (WH) sequences are derived from Walsh - Hadamard matrix
of size N ×N to support N different users [52]. For a particular sequence length,
the OVSF codes are basically the same as WH sequences. The only difference
between the two is that the latter allow combinational use of WH sequences
with different lengths [53]. This creates Code Assigment Blocking problem thus
limiting the number of users close to one fifth of the maximal spreading factor [1].
An n-stage shift register can generate a maximal length sequence of 2n-1 bits [52].
Shifted combinations of this sequence gives N = 2n-1 number of sequences. Gold
Sequence are constructed by modulo-2 addition of two m-sequences of the same
length with each other [51]. Including the two m-sequences used for addition a
total of N+1 sequences are formed.
The data in Table 3.4 shows that the number of sequences from the proposed
PN Sequence Generator with the moduli set in Table 3.1 is very huge. This range
can also be altered by changing the moduli set.
3.5.2 Correlation Properties
For comparing cross-correlation properties with other standard PN sequence, the
proposed PN sequences are generated for β = 8 and moduli set P = [255]. The
Table 3.4: Length of the code set for different CDMA Codes
Orthogonal Code Pseudo Random Sequence
β WH OVSF m - sequence Gold RNS based
code code sequence sequence
8 8 8 7 9 255
16 16 16 15 17 64770
32 32 32 31 33 4113089310
64 64 64 63 65 ∼= 1019
128 128 128 127 129 ∼= 1040
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Table 3.5: Correlation Matrix for RNS based PN Sequence, β = 8
PN1 PN2 PN3 PN4 PN5 PN6 PN7
PN1 1 0 0 0 0 0.14 0.14
PN2 0 1 0 0 0 -0.25 -0.25
PN3 0 0 1 0 0 0.25 0.25
PN4 0 0 0 1 0 0.25 0.25
PN5 0 0 0 0 1 -0.25 -0.25
PN6 0.14 -0.25 0.25 0.25 -0.25 1 -0.06
PN7 0.14 -0.25 0.25 0.25 -0.25 -0.06 1
primal vector, J = [10 39 60 77 86 25 140], is generated by varying the threshold
value from 0 to 0.25. The correlation matrix of RNS based PN sequence, Gold
sequence and Maximal Length sequence are tabulated in Table 3.5, Table 3.6
and Table 3.7 respectively. The data shows that the maximum cross correlation
between any two sequences is limited to 0.25 for RNS based PN sequence whereas
it come up to 0.41 and 0.73 for gold sequences and maximal length sequences,
while the auto correlation reaches to 1.
Table 3.6: Correlation Matrix for Gold Sequence, β = 8
PN1 PN2 PN3 PN4 PN5 PN6 PN7
PN1 1 0.41 -0.09 -0.16 -0.09 -0.09 -0.35
PN2 0.41 1 -0.09 0.41 -0.09 -0.09 -0.35
PN3 -0.09 -0.09 1 -0.09 -0.40 -0.40 0.25
PN4 -0.16 0.41 -0.09 1 -0.09 -0.09 -0.35
PN5 -0.09 -0.09 -0.40 -0.09 1 -0.40 0.25
PN6 -0.09 -0.09 -0.40 -0.09 -0.40 1 0.25
PN7 -0.35 -0.35 0.25 -0.35 0.25 0.25 1
3.6 Simulation Results and Discussion
The behaviour of RNS based PN sequence in a DS-CDMA system is estimated
using Monte Carlo simulations. BER is considered as the performance index
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Table 3.7: Correlation Matrix for Maximal Length Sequence, β = 8
PN1 PN2 PN3 PN4 PN5 PN6 PN7
PN1 1 0.54 -0.30 0.54 0.09 -0.30 0.40
PN2 0.54 1 0.09 0.41 -0.41 0.09 -0.54
PN3 -0.30 0.09 1 0.09 -0.09 0.30 -0.40
PN4 0.54 0.41 0.09 1 0.16 -0.54 0.09
PN5 0.09 -0.41 -0.09 0.16 1 -0.73 0.54
PN6 -0.30 0.09 0.30 -0.54 -0.73 1 -0.40
PN7 0.40 -0.54 -0.40 0.09 0.54 -0.40 1
through out. Extensive simulations were carried out by varying Cross Correlation
Factor, CF and Spreading Factor, β under different channel environment and with
different loading scenarios. The moduli set for generation of PN sequence with
β = 8, β = 64 and β = 128 are chosen from Table 3.1.
3.6.1 AWGN Channel
The variation in DS - CDMA system performance with respect to cross-correlation
factor is shown in Fig 3.8 and Fig 3.9. Fig 3.8 compares the system performance
for different PN codes whose cross correlation factors are listed in Table 3.5, Ta-
ble 3.6 and Table 3.7 with β = 8. The difference in the cross correlation factor is
directly reflected in the system performance. The superior performance of residue
arithmetic code shows that it has better resilience to inter-user interference than
other standard PN sequences. Fig 3.9 demonstrates the variation in system per-
formance with RNS based PN sequence for cross-correlation threshold of 0.10
and 0.20 and β = 128. Result shows that for 12.5 percent loading of a system
with spread factor, β = 128 and 12 users being active in the system, the bit error
rate went down to 10−5 for cross-correlation threshold of 0.10 whereas it is only
4 ∗ 10−3 for 0.20.
The performance of DS-CDMA system using RNS based PN sequence over
an AWGN channel for β = 64 in Fig 3.10 and β = 128 in Fig 3.11 is shown. The
Eb/No characteristics were varied from 1 to 20 dB for different loading scenarios.
Here the cross correlation threshold value is chosen to be 0.20. Additional tests
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Figure 3.8: BER performance versus the Number of Active Users with spreading
factor, β = 8 for Maximal Length Sequence, Gold Sequence and RNS based PN
Sequence
Figure 3.9: Performance Comparison of DS-CDMA system with cross correlation
threshold, CF, 0.20 and 0.10 for different loading scenarios, β = 128
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Figure 3.10: BER plot of DS-CDMA system using RNS based PN sequence with
β = 64 for different loading scenarios
Figure 3.11: BER plot of DS-CDMA system using RNS based PN sequence with
β = 128 for different loading scenarios
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Figure 3.12: BER performance versus the number of active users for Eb/No of 5
dB and 20 dB with β = 64 and β = 128
were also conducted by varying number of active users in the system for Eb/No
of 5 dB and 20 dB shown in Fig 3.12. From the results, for a given target BER,
for example, 10−3 and for a given Eb/No of 12 dB, 6 users can be accommodated
with β = 64 while it is doubled for β = 128.
Comparison of RNS based PN sequence with the most widely used quasi-
orthogonal CDMA codes, which includes Gold codes, Kasami codes and Maximal
Length sequence is shown in Fig 3.13. The superior performance of residue arith-
metic code even for a cross correlation threshold of 0.20 shows that it has better
resilience to inter-user interference than other standard PN sequences. Simula-
tions are done for β = 64 and 5 users are active in the DS-CDMA system.
3.6.2 Rayleigh Fading Channel
BER versus signal-to-noise ratio for a DS-CDMA system in Rayleigh Fading
channel, β = 128 is shown in Figure 3.14. The analysis has been carried out under
flat Rayleigh fading channels and multiple-access interference. Since the spread
spectrum processing gain makes uncorrelated noise negligible after despreading,
equalization is not considered. So for the required number of users in the system,
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of RNS based PN sequence with Gold codes, Kasami
codes and Maximal Length sequence based on BER Plot for 5 Users DS-CDMA
System, β = 64
Figure 3.14: BER Performance of DS-CDMA system using RNS based PN se-
quence with β = 128 for different loading scenarios. The channel considered is
Rayleigh Fading Channel with cross-correlation threshold, CF, 0.20 and 0.10
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Figure 3.15: BER plot of DS-CDMA system in Minimum Phase Channel, 1 +
0.5z−1 + 0.2z−2 with β = 128 for different loading scenarios
the performance degradation due to fading is compensated by reducing cross
correlation threshold, CF, from 0.20 to 0.10.
3.6.3 Stationary Multipath Channel
For the next phase, the channel which corrupts the transmitted signal with both
MAI and MI was taken into account. Here, the consideration was for different
types of AWGN multipath channels with following transfer functions:
• 1 + 0.5z−1 + 0.2z−2, Minimum Phase Channel - with zeros located inside
the unit circle.
• 0.5 + z−1, Maximum Phase Channel - with a zero located outside the unit
circle.
• 0.3482 + 0.8704z−1 + 0.3482z−2, Mixed/Non-minimum Phase Channel -
with some of its zeros inside the unit circle and the remaining zeros outside
the unit circle.
The simulations were conducted for different levels of Eb/No and varying num-
ber of users active in the cell. A minimum phase system in Figure 3.15 is affected
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Figure 3.16: BER plot of DS-CDMA system in Maximum Phase Channel, 0.5 +
z−1 with β = 128 for different loading scenarios
Figure 3.17: BER plot of DS-CDMA system in Mixed Phase Channel, 0.3482 +
0.8704z−1 + 0.3482z−2 with β = 128 for different loading scenarios
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only with MI. On the other hand, maximum and mixed phase channel under-
goes a net phase change [55] along with MI. As a result of this, the performance
of Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17 degrades further. From the results, it is clear
that sequences having cross-correlation threshold above 0.20 does not have any
significance. Here the cross correlation threshold has to be 0.10 and below.
Summary
The performance variations in different channels and the error floor reduction
with increase in spreading factor shows that the proposed sequence behaves like
PN sequences. In addition, the above results illustrate that it also incorporate
real operational conditions with a provision to vary the correlation properties as
per the system requirements. For applications which require better performance,
the cross-correlation threshold should be reduced further so as to mitigate the
multiple access interference.
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3G WCDMA with RNS Based
PN Sequence
From the previous chapter it is clear that the CDMA system architecture has a
lot to do with the spreading code design approach, and they come together in
many cases. This statement is also true for various CDMA based mobile cellular
standards. The purpose of this Chapter is to present the main CDMA based
3G air interface technology - WCDMA as specified in the 3GPP standards. The
details of WCDMA model are investigated in terms of operation modes, physical
channel frame structure, spreading and modulation etc. Simulation results of
WCDMA downlink system with the generated sequence in Chapter 3 and with
the existing orthogonal code under the influence of both MAI and MI is also
analysed.
4.1 WCDMA - Review
One of the most promising approaches to 3G is to combine a WCDMA air inter-
face with the fixed network of GSM without ignoring the numerous advantages of
the already existing GSM networks. The standard that has emerged is based on
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European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) - UMTS and is com-
monly known as UTRA [56, 57, 58, 59]. This air interface technology specified
by 3rd Generation Partenership Project (3GPP) applies DS-CDMA technique for
multiplexing different users [13, 60, 61, 62, 63]. The information is spread over a
band of approximately 5 MHz. This wide bandwidth has given rise to the name
Wideband CDMA or WCDMA. There are two different modes namely :
• Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) : The uplink and downlink transmissions
employ two separated frequency bands for this duplex method. A pair of
frequency bands with specified separation is assigned for a connection. All
the system description provided in this chapter holds for the FDD mode
only.
• Time Division Duplex (TDD) : In this duplex method, uplink and downlink
transmissions are carried over the same frequency band by using synchro-
nized time intervals Thus time slots in a physical channel are divided into
transmission and reception part.
4.1.1 Physical Channel Structure
WCDMA defines two dedicated physical channels in both links: Dedicated Physi-
cal Data Channel (DPDCH) and Dedicated Physical Control Channel (DPCCH).
Each connection is allocated one DPCCH and zero, one or several DPDCHs. In
addition, there are common physical channels defined as Primary and secondary
Common Control Physical Channel (CCPCH), Synchronization Channel (SCH)
and Physical Random Access Channel (PRACH) [61, 64, 65].
Frame Structure
Figure 4.1 shows the principal frame structure of the uplink dedicated physi-
cal channels [61, 64, 65]. Each frame of 10 ms is split into 15 slots. Each slot
is of length Tslot = 0.666ms with 2560 chips, corresponding to one power con-
trol period. The super frame length is 720 ms; i.e. a super frame corresponds
to 72 frames. Pilot bits assist coherent demodulation and channel estimation.
Transport Format Combination Indicator (TFCI) is used to indicate and iden-
tify several simultaneous services. Feedback Information (FBI) bits are to be
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Figure 4.1: Frame Structure for Uplink DPDCH/DPCCH
used to support techniques requiring feedback. Transmit Power Control (TPC)
which stands for transmit power control is used for power control purposes. The
Spreading Factor (SF) may range from 256 down to 4. The spreading factor is
selected according to the data rate.
Figure 4.2 shows the principal frame structure of the downlink dedicated phys-
ical channels [61, 64, 65]. As in the uplink, each frame of 10 ms is split into 15
slots with a length of 2560 chips and 0.666ms duration. A super frame corre-
sponds to 720ms, i.e. the super frame length corresponds to 72 frames. The
spreading factor thus has a range of 4 to 512. The different control bits have
similar meaning to those in the uplink.
4.1.2 Spreading and Modulation
The basic modulation chip rate is 3.84 Mcps and can be extended to 2×3.84Mcps
and 4 × 3.84Mcps. The block diagram of uplink spreading and modulation is
shown in Figure 4.3 [13, 64, 65]. In the uplink the data modulation of both the
DPDCH and the DPCCH is Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK). The modulated
DPCCH is mapped to the Q-channel, while the first DPDCH is mapped to the
I-channel. Subsequently added DPDCHs are mapped alternatively to the I or the
Q-channel. Quaternary Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) is applied for data modula-
tion in the downlink. Each pair of two bits are serial-to-parallel converted and
mapped to the I and Q branches respectively. The data in the I and Q branches
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Figure 4.2: Frame Structure for Downlink DPCH
are spread to the chip rate by the same channelization code. This spread signal is
then scrambled by a cell specific scrambling code. Figure 4.4 shows the spreading
and modulation for a downlink user [13, 64, 65]. Spreading modulation consists
of two different operations [13, 64, 65]. The first one is spreading where each data
symbol is spread to the chip rate by the channelization code. This increases the
bandwidth of the signal. The second operation is scrambling where a complex
valued scrambling code is applied to spread signal.
Figure 4.3: Transmitter - WCDMA Uplink
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Figure 4.4: Transmitter - WCDMA Downlink
Channelization Code
OVSF codes are used for channelization [13, 64, 65]. All the codes within the
code tree can not be used simultaneously by a mobile station. A code can be used
by an MS if and only if no other code on the path from the specific code to the
root of the tree or in the sub-tree below the specific code is used by the same MS.
Uplink channelization code may be allocated if more than one uplink DPDCH is
required whereas different physical channels use different channelization code in
downlink.
Scrambling Code
The scrambling codes are designed so that they have very low cross-correlation
among them. This ensures good Multiple Access Interference (MAI) rejection ca-
pability. Either short or long scrambling codes can be used in the uplink. Short
scrambling codes are recommended for base stations equipped with advanced
receivers employing multiuser detection or interference cancellation. Long scram-
bling codes are used since a simple rake receiver is employed in the simulator
design. These are Gold codes generated from the position wise modulo 2 sum of
two binary m-sequences [13, 64, 65]. The generator polynomials for uplink are
P1(X) = X
25 +X3 + 1
P2(X) = X
25 +X3 +X2 +X + 1 (4.1)
The downlink scrambling codes are generated in the same way as the uplink
scrambling codes. However the generator polynomials are different. The primitive
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polynomial for downlink are
P1(X) = 1 +X
7 +X18
P2(X) = 1 +X
5 +X7 +X10 +X18 (4.2)
The scrambling code is cell specific in the downlink, whereas it is mobile
station specific in the uplink.
4.2 System Model Description
In downlink WCDMA system, dedicated physical channel and control channel
are time multiplexed. So each slot of 10ms frame consists of data bits and pilot
bits. 15 such slots each with 2560 chips form one frame. The direct-sequence code
division multiple access scheme is applied here to support multiple simultaneous
users. The spreading of data consists of two operations such as Channelisation
and Scrambling. The data symbols are spread to the chip rate by channeliza-
tion code, CU and further chip by chip multiplication by scrambling code, Cscr.
Users within the same cell share the same scrambling code while using different
channelization codes. Channelization codes are short spreading codes with a chip
length between 4 and 512 whereas Gold codes of length 218 − 1 chips truncated
to 2560 chips form the code for scrambling[64, 65]. In this paper, OVSF code,
the downlink channelization code is replaced with RNS based PN Sequence to
reduce multipath interference.
Fig 4.5 shows the downlink scenario where the mobile unit receives signal from
the base station. The received signal within one slot can be represented by
y(t) =
Ns∑
n=1
U∑
u=1
Lp−1∑
l=0
du(n)hl(t)cscr(t− τl)su(t− nTb − τl) + η(t) (4.3)
where cscr is the scrambling code. At the receiver it is assumed that there
is a total of U active users in an Lp multipath environment and Ns transmitted
symbols in one slot. The received signal stream in equation 4.3 at chip rate can
be represented as
y(kNs + n) = H(z)⊗ (cscr(kNs + n)x(kNs + n)) + η(kNs + n) (4.4)
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Figure 4.5: Spreading and Modulation of Downlink WCDMA
The channel, H(z) corrupts the signal with inter symbol interference and ef-
fects of fading. So RAKE receivers are employed to recover the transmitted data.
Descrambling is performed by multiplying the resampled signal by the the desired
Mobile Station (MS) specific scrambling code. This is followed by despreading
operation and then hard decision is made on the bit.
4.3 Results and Discussion
The BER performance of the 3G WCDMA system is evaluated for downlink
multipath channel using extensive computer simulations. The parameters which
are representative of a WCDMA downlink is provided for simulations.
• The system with a chip rate of 3.84 Mcps as in standard WCDMA commu-
nication system is considered.
• The data bits are grouped into frames. Each 10ms frame is subdivided into
15 slots with 2560 chips [65].
• Channelization code : The generated RNS based PN Sequence is used with
a spreading factor, β = 128 and CF = 0.10 is used.
• Each slot have 20 bits (18 data bits and 2 pilot bits). The simulation is
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carried out for 100 such slots. BPSK modulation technique is used for
simplicity [22].
• Scrambling code : A Gold code of length 218 − 1 chips truncated to 2560
chips is used [22]. The scrambling code remains the same for all users since
single cell scenario is considered here. The scrambling code is generated
by modulo 2 sum of two pseudo-noise sequences generated by the primitive
polynomials as in
P1(X) = 1 +X
7 +X18
P2(X) = 1 +X
5 +X7 +X10 +X18 (4.5)
• Channel : Multipath propagation channel which consists of 3 paths, one at
zero propagation delay and the others with one chip and two chip delays
respectively is considered. The system is evaluated in both AWGN and
fading multipath channels.
4.3.1 AWGN Multipath Channel
Figure 4.6 shows the comparison of orthogonal code with PN Sequences in a
multipath channel. A fixed 3-ray AWGN multipath channel with 1, 0.5 and 0.2
being the respective channel gains is considered for simulation. The result shows
that the orthogonality of the users is lost in multipath channels causing multiple
access interference with orthogonal codes. This is due to the high cross correlation
between the spreading sequences with arbitrary time shifts which results in MAI
and interpath interference. Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 compares the performance
of WCDMA system with RNS based PN sequence and existing Walsh Hadamard
code under different loading scenarios. In all the cases the generated sequence
outperforms all the other sequences in due to its less cross correlation factor.
4.3.2 Ricean Fading Multipath Channel
In this section fading effects along with external interferences and multipath prop-
agation is also considered for simulations. For Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, the
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of RNS based PN sequence with Gold codes, Maximal
Length sequence and orthogonal Walsh Hadamard code based on BER Plot for
8 Users downlink WCDMA System, β = 128
Figure 4.7: BER Performance of downlink WCDMA system using RNS based
PN sequence with β = 128 in an AWGN Multipath Channel for different loading
scenarios.
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Figure 4.8: BER Performance of downlink WCDMA system using Walsh
Hadamard Code with β = 128 in an AWGN Multipath Channel for different
loading scenarios.
channel is a three path Ricean fading channel having 1, 0.5 and 0.2 as the respec-
tive channel gains. Ricean fading channel results by adding a line of sight path
to rayleigh fading components [70].
4.3.3 Rayleigh Fading Multipath Channel
Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 compares the performance of WCDMA system with
RNS based PN sequence and existing Walsh Hadamard code under different load-
ing scenarios. A three path rayleigh fading channel with the same gain as before
is considered for simulation. In fading channel also the the generated sequence
has superior performance.
Summary
Computer simulation results of WCDMA downlink system with the generated
sequence and with the existing orthogonal code under the influence of both MAI
and MI shows that proposed sequence have better resilience to inter user inter-
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Figure 4.9: BER Performance of downlink WCDMA system using RNS based
PN sequence with β = 128 in a Ricean Multipath Channel for different loading
scenarios.
Figure 4.10: BER Performance of downlink WCDMA system using Walsh Code
with β = 128 in a Ricean Multipath Channel for different loading scenarios.
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Figure 4.11: BER Performance of downlink WCDMA system using RNS based
PN sequence with β = 128 in a Rayleigh Multipath Channel.
Figure 4.12: BER Performance of downlink WCDMA system using Walsh Code
with β = 128 in a Rayleigh Multipath Channel.
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ference. The generated sequence based on Residue Arithmetic offers an efficient
way to reduce the impairment factor due to multipath propagation. So PN Se-
quence possesses several advantages compared with conventional CDMA systems
currently available in 3G standards using a relatively cost-effective way.
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5.1 Conclusion
The core of the next generation CDMA technology lies in CDMA code design
approach which should take into account as many real operational conditions as
possible and to maintain a sufficiently large code set size. In this context, this
thesis work contributed a little towards the evolution of next generation CDMA
technology because the generated PN sequence based on Residue arithmetic:
• Offers provision to vary correlation threshold based on the channel prop-
erties and error tolerance thus providing real operational conditions for
spreading code design unlike any existing techniques.
• Inherits high dynamic key range to maintain large code sets such that large
number of users can be accommodated.
• Offers MAI-resistant operation for DS-CDMA systems in both synchronous
and asynchronous MAI - AWGN channels, reducing co-channel interference
and increasing capacity in a mobile cellular system. The joint effect of ideal
auto-correlation function and good cross correlation function makes RNS
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based PN sequence superior to all other standard PN sequences like Gold
codes, Kasami codes and Maximal Length sequence.
• In multipath AWGN, Ricean Fading and Rayleigh Fading environments,
the generated PN sequence outperforms the existing Walsh Hadamard code
as channelization code for downlink WCDMA system. Thus the obtained
spreading sequences can inherently address MAI in a multi-user system
and MI in a multipath environment without using other external auxiliary
subsystems to overcome those impairments.
5.2 Limitations of the work
• Implementation of user-unlimited system by exploiting the properties of
RNS was not done because further investigations are are required for the
interference limited performance.
• Standardized Channel models were not used for simulation.
• Only downlink transmission channel is considered for simulations with the
expectation of getting similar results in uplink channel also.
5.3 Scope of Future work
• VLSI implementation of the RNS based PN Sequence generator
• Design of interference cancellation technique for RNS based PN sequence
can be done to handle overloading scenarios.
• Incorporating RNS based spreading sequence in RNS based CDMA System.
• The work can be extended to a mobile wireless communication systems
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Figure A.1: Generation tree structure for OVSF codes, where SF denotes spread-
ing factor or processing gain of a CDMA system using the OVSF codes
OVSF codes are generated using a tree structure as shown in Figure A.1. It
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is noted that if [C] is a code length 2r at depth r in the tree structure, where the
root has depth 0, the two branches leading out of C are labeled by the sequences
[C C] and [C C], which have length 2r+1. The codes at depth r in the tree are the
rows of the matrix CN , where N = 2r. Note that two OVSF codes are orthogonal
if and only if neither code lies on the path from the other code to the root. Since
codes assigned to different users in the same cell must be orthogonal, this restricts
the number of available codes for a given cell. For example, if the code C02 in
the tree is assigned to a user, the codes C00 , C
0
1 , C
0
3 , C
1
3 and so on, cannot be
assigned to any other user in the same cell. In general, if a code is used in a cell,
all its parent codes and all its child codes should not be used in the same cell to
maintain orthogonality among the users. This restriction of the OVSF codes is
called as the code assignment blocking (CAB) problem.
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Simulation Parameters
This appendix lists the parameters used in the simulation results presented in all
chapters.
Spreading Sequences
The spreading sequences or the polynomials used to generate the spreading se-
quence for a particular value of β is listed below :
Spreading Factor, β = 8
m-sequences
c1 = [-1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1]
c2 = [-1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1]
c3 = [-1 1 1 1 1 1 -1]
c4 = [-1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1]
c5 = [-1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1]
c6 = [ 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1]
c7 = [ 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1]
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Gold Sequences
c1 = [-1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1]
c2 = [-1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1]
c3 = [1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1]
c4 = [-1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1]
c5 = [-1 -1 1 1 1 1 1]
c6 = [1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1]
c7 = [-1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1]
Spreading Factor, β = 64
m-sequences : z6 + z5 + z4 + 1
Gold Sequences : z6 + z5 + z4 + 1 and z6 + z5 + z2 + 1
Kasami Sequences : z6 + z5 + z2 + 1
Spreading Factor, β = 128
m-sequences : z7 + z5 + 1
Gold Sequences : z7 + z5 + 1 and z7 + z2 + 1
Stationary Multipath Channel Impulse Response
Hch Channel Type
1 + 0.5z−1 + 0.2z−2 ⇒ Minimum Phase Channel
0.5 + z−1 ⇒ Maximum Phase Channel
0.3482 + 0.8704z−1 + 0.3482z−2 ⇒ Mixed/Non-minimum Phase Channel
During the simulation, the Hch was normalised to unity ie, h
2
1 + h
2
2 + h
2
3+ = 1
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